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ABSTRACT
The encryption has a comprehensive scheme for providing confidentiality of security such as privacy, reliability and authentication of information. This paper proposes a unique scheme of scalable coding of transmitting and receiving images in an extreme protected way using Absolute Moment block truncation coding (AMBTC). The gray level pixel of image has compressed by AMBTC then encrypted image is acquired by adding compressed AMBTC pixel value that has masked by a modulo-256 addition with PRNG (Pseudo Random Number Generator) that has derived from a secret key. Subsequently encrypted image data into a down sampled sub image and some data groups using a multiple-resolution creation, an encoder gives the quantized sub image and the Harr coefficients of all data set to reduce the data. Then, the data of quantized sub image and coefficients are held as a set of bit streams transmitted. At the receiver side, although a sub image is decrypted to give the rough information of the original image, the quantized coefficients are used to reconstruct the original image with an iterative procedure. Due to the hierarchical mechanism, the original image with higher resolution reconstructed by decompressing the decrypted pixel value using AMBTC.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Now a day, encrypted signal processing is involved significant research interests. The frequency domain and adaptive filtering can be engaged in the encrypted area based on the homomorphic properties of a cryptography [3], [4], and a complex signal representation method can be used to decrease the size of encrypted information and computation difficulty [2]. In both encryption and information hiding, a part of important data signal is encrypted for content security, and the residual data are used to bring the additional message for rights protection. With several buyer–seller code of behaviour [1], [9], the some secret data such as balm print, finger print are embedded into an encrypted form of digital multimedia to make sure that the seller cannot know the buyer’s watermarked version while the buyer cannot obtain the original product.

The quantity of image data develops progressively. Large storage and bandwidth are required to store and transmit the images which are quite costly. Therefore methods to compress the image data are important nowadays. In [8] first compressing and then encrypting a data stream it without negotiating either the compression efficiency or the information security and the encrypted data are compressed using source coding principles, since the key will be obtainable at the decoder. The blind communication of an encrypted basis [8] has used not only memory less sources but also sources with hidden Markov correlation using LDPC codes, taking benefit of their decoding error discovery capability. In [10] in place of compressing bi-level images specifically sparse black and white images, In [7] a basis detection algorithm is used to allow joint decryption and decompression. But the rate of error performance is low. The original image of compressed gray level is encrypted by pseudo random pixel permutation in [7] and fine information coefficients in the transform area and then reconstructed with the content of the original image by iterative updating the coefficient values with the assistance of spatial correlation in usual image. In [13] this technique the pixel places are shuffled only so as to the enemy without the knowledge of the secret key can take the information from an encrypted image. Besides, several techniques for loss compressing encrypted
images are developed. In [13], a compressive identifying tool is bring together to achieve the loss compression of encrypted images, and a basis detection algorithm has used to allow joint decryption and decompression. While having the compressed data and the permutation way, a receiver can be reconstructed the content of the original image by retrieving the coefficient values. Yet, the error distortion performance is low, and there is a leakage of statistical data in [14] then only the pixel positions were shuffled and the pixel values were not masked in the encryption phase.

This proposed scheme presents a scalable coding of encrypted gray level images and compression using AMBTC. Scalable coding of unencrypted images [1], [10] and for encrypted images have been reported. In this method, better compression is done by using AMBTC and also the attacker cannot take any statistical data. AMBTC is a recent technique used for compression of monochrome image data. It is to execute moment preservative quantization for blocks of pixels so as to quality of image will endure satisfactory and simultaneously the demand for memory storage will be decreased. AMBTC has grown popularity because of its real-world usefulness. At the receiver using secret key and decompression the original content is reconstructed.

2. PROPOSED LOSSY COMPRESSION AND SCALABLE CODING OF ENCRYPTED GRAY LEVEL IMAGES

The block diagram of the proposed system is shown in Fig.No.1.In the proposed system, the input gray level pixel value has compressed by using Absolute Moment Block Truncation Coding. It is a recent technique used for compression of Gray level image data. The compressed pixel values are encrypted by generating a series of (PRN) pseudorandom numbers which doing as a secret key and then transmitted. At the receiver, decryption has done by using secret key and the compressed pixel value is acquired. The original gray image has reconstructed by decompressing using Absolute Moment Block Truncation Coding. The reconstructed image shows higher resolution, higher BR, WPSNR, SSIM, CR and improved entropy.

A. Image Compression

The input gray level image has uncompressed format and that the pixel values are having within [0,255] denoted in a matrix format N1 * N2 where N1 is the number of rows and N2 as the number of columns. The input image has been compressed by using Absolute Moment BTC (AMBTC) [8] that conserves the higher mean and lower mean of an each block. The AMBTC algorithm consists of the following steps:

• S1: An image is divided into non overlapping blocks. The dimensions of a block can be (4 * 4) or (8 * 8), etc.

• S2: Compute the average gray level of the block \( (4x4) \) as equations (1)

\[ H_{\text{range}} = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{x=1}^{M} R_x \]  
\[ L_{\text{range}} = \frac{1}{16 - M} \sum_{x=16}^{256} R_x \]  

Here M is the number of pixels whose gray level is more than \( K \).

• S4: Binary block, represented by \( R_b \), is used to represent the pixels and also use “1” to represent a pixel as equation (2) whose gray level is larger than or equal to \( x \) and “0” to denote a pixel whose gray level is less than \( K_1 \).

\[ R_b = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } K_1 \leq x < K_2 \\ 0 & \text{if } x \leq K_1 \end{cases} \ ]  

By this method each block has reduced to a bit plane. Whole blocks of the AMBTC compressed image will have the same mean and standard deviation of the original image. The thresholding procedure makes it possible to make a replica a sharp edge with high fidelity, taking improvement of the human visual system’s ability to do local spatial integration and mask errors. Thus input gray level image is compressed using AMBTC as in Fig.No.2.

B. Image Encryption

The compressed image bit quantity is 8N. Pseudo random number is made between the values [0,255] for the dimension \( N_1 \times N_2 \). The length of pseudorandom bit order is 8N. The pseudorandom number generator (PRNG) performance as a secret key and shared between encoder and decoder. The encrypted image is acquired by adding both compressed image of size \( N_1 \times N_2 \) and pseudo
random number of dimensions N1*N2 and then taking modulo-256 operations. It is specified as equation (3):

$$e_p^{(T+1)}(i,j) = \text{mod}[s(i,j) + k(i,j), 256] \quad 1 \leq i \leq N_1, \ 1 \leq j \leq N_2.$$  
(3)

Where P(i, j) represents the compressed image values of pixels at locations (i, j), k(i, j) represents the pseudorandom numbers within [0, 255] produced by PRNG and ep(T+1)(i,j) represents the encrypted pixel values. Fig. 3 gives an original image and its encrypted form. It has well known that there is no probability polynomial time (PPT) algorithm to discriminate a pseudo random number sequence up till now. Consequently, any PPT adversary cannot discriminate an encrypted pixel sequence and a random number (PN) sequence. Specifically image encryption

Image algorithm that proposed scheme is semantically protected compared to any PPT adversary. The block has transmitted along with PRNG (pseudorandom numbers generator) and Mean and Standard Deviation values.

C. Encrypted Image Encoding

Even though an encoder has not known the secret key and the unique content, it compresses the encrypted data as a set of bit streams. The comprehensive encoding process is as follows and scalable encoding output shows in Fig.No.3.First, the encoder decomposes the encrypted image into a series of sub images and data sets with a multiple-resolution construction. The sub image at the (t+1)th level is produced by down sampling the sub image at the ep(T+1)th level as follows (4):

$$e_p^{(T+1)}(i,j) = e_p^{(T)}(2i,2j), \quad T=0,1, \ldots, t-1.$$  
(4)

Where ep(T) is the encrypted image and T is the number of decomposition levels. In addition, the encrypted pixels that belong to (t+1) but do not belong to ep(T) form data set W(t+1) as follows (5):

$$W(t+1) = \{e_p^{(T)}(i,j) | \text{mod}(i,2)=1 \ \text{and} \ \text{mod}(j,2)=1\}, \quad T=0,1, \ldots, t-1.$$  
(5)

For each data set W(t) (t=0,1,…..T) the encoder permutes and divides encrypted pixels in it into A(t) groups, each of which containing B(t) pixels A(t) * B(t) = 3N/4 . In this manner, the A(t) pixels in the same set scatter in the whole image. The permutation technique is public by the encoder and the decoder, and the values of B(t) will be conferred later. Represent the encrypted pixels of the A(t) set as ep(T)(1), ep(T)(2),…. ep(T)(B(t)) and perform the Harr transform in each group as equation (6):

$$[D_k^{(t)}(A(t))]_{1 \leq k \leq N} = H^{(t)}[e_p^{(T)}(A(t))]_{1 \leq k \leq N}$$  
(6)

Where A(t)* A(t) is a Harr matrix equation (7) made up of +1 or -1. That involves the matrix H meets $H^T H = H H^T = B(t) * I$

Where

$$H = \frac{1}{\sqrt{N}} \begin{cases} \frac{2^{P/2} - 1}{2^P}, & \frac{2^{P/2} - 1}{2^P} \leq x < \frac{2^{P/2} - 1}{2^P} \\ 0, & otherwise \end{cases}$$  
(7)
where $H'$ is a transpose of $H$, $I$ is an $B^{(0)} \ast B^{(1)}$ identity matrix, and $B^{(0)}$ must be a multiplied by 4. For each coefficient $D_k^{(1)}(l)$ calculate equation (8)

$$d_k^{(1)}(l) = \frac{\text{mod}(D_k^{(1)}(l), 256)}{256/H(l)}$$

(8)

Where $H(t)$ = round $(H/sqr \ B^{(T)})$

$H$ is an integer shared by the encoder and the decoder. If the channel bandwidth is limited, the later bit streams can be abandoned. A higher resolution image can reconstruct when more bit streams are acquired at the receiver. Now, the total $C_R$ compression ratio equation (9) which is a ratio between the quality of the encoded data and the encrypted image data, is

$$C_R = \log \frac{2H}{2^4} + \frac{3}{4} \log \frac{2H}{2^4} + \sum_{i=1}^{\infty} \log \frac{2H}{2^4}$$

(9)

(a) Original Image-1
(b) Encrypted Image-1
Fig.No.3. Scalable Coding Encryption

D. Image Decompression

With the bit streams and the secret key, a receiver can be reconstructed the main content of the original image, and the resolution of the restored image is dependent on the number of received bit streams. Although BG offers the rough information of the original content, BS$^{(0)}$ may be used to reconstruct the complete content with an iterative technique. The image reconstruction process is as follows.

Hence, the receiver may be used an iterative procedure to increasingly improve the quality of the reconstructed image by updating the pixel values along with $D_k^{(1)}(l)$. The complete procedure is as follows.

1) For each group $[P_k^{(0)}(1), P_k^{(0)}(2), \ldots, P_k^{(0)}(B^{(0)})]$ calculate $P_k^{(1)}(l)$ from equation (10)

$$P_k^{(1)}(l) = \text{mod}(P_k^{(0)}(B^{(0)}) + e_k^{(0)}(B^{(0)}, 256)$$

$$1 \leq b^{(0)} \leq k, 1 \leq a^{(0)} \leq 1,$$

(10)

$e_k^{(0)}$ PN derived from secret key

2) Calculate Decryption from equation (11) and (12)

$$D_{cy}(t)(l) = \text{mod} [D_k^{(T)}(t) \ast A(t) + \Delta(t)/2 - D_k^{(1)}(l), 256]$$

$$[P_k^{(1)}(t) \ast B(T)] = [P_k^{(0)}(B(T))] + H'(B(T))[D_k^{(cy)}(B(T))]$$

(12)

D. Image Decompression

The original image has been reconstructed by means of Absolute Moment Block Truncation Coding. To reconstruct the original image shown in Fig.No.4 and Fig.No.5, elements assigned as “0” are substituted with the value $A'$ and elements assigned as “1” are substituted with the value $A$.

The original image can be reconstructed by using equation (13) and (14).

$$K = \begin{cases} \text{If}\; A_b = 0 & L = 1 \end{cases}$$

$$\text{If}\; A_b = 1 \end{cases}$$

(13)

$$P(i,j) = \begin{cases} A, & \text{Dcy(t+1)(i,j)} = 1 \end{cases}$$

$$A', & \text{Dcy(t+1)(i,j)} = 0$$

(14)

AMBTC has a number of advantages over BTC some advantage is in the case that the quantizer is used to transmit an image from source to a destination, it is essential to compute at the transmitter the two quantities, the sample mean and sample standard deviation for BTC and example first absolute central moment for AMBTC.

When compare the computation for deviated information, in case of standard BTC it is computed a sum of m values and every one of them will be squared however AMBTC is only essential to compute the sum of these m values. Meanwhile the multiplication time is numerous times larger than the addition time in most digital processors, thus using AMBTC the entire calculation time at the transmitter is considerably reduced.

3. IMAGE QUALITY MEASUREMENTS

It plays important roles in many image processing applications. When image compression system is designed and implemented; it is significant to be capable to estimate its performance. This estimation should be done in such a way to be able to comparing results with other image compression methods. The image...
Fig. No. 4. Scalable Coding Decryption and Decompressed Image

Fig. No. 5. Scalable Coding Encryption and Decryption results of different Image
quality metrics can generally be classified into two
classifications, subjective and objective. Subjective
image quality is a technique of estimation of images
by the observer’s read images directly to
decide their feature, in objective procedures of
image quality metrics, certain statistical indices are
calculated to show the image quality. In the
proposed work will focus in objective[9]-[10]
measures such as 1. Peak Signal to Noise Ratio
(PSNR), 2. Weighted Peak Signal to Noise Ratio
(WPSNR), 3. Bit Rate (BR) and 4. Structural
Similarity Index (SSIM).

1. Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR)
\[
\text{PSNR} = 10 \times \log_{10} \left( \frac{L^2}{\text{MSE}} \right)
\]  
(15)

Where \( \text{MSE} = \frac{1}{K} \sum_{i=1}^{K} \sum_{j=1}^{J} \left( x(i,j) - x'(i,j) \right)^2 \)

2. Weighted Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (WPSNR)
\[
\text{WPSNR} = 10 \times \log_{10} \left( \frac{L^2}{\sum_{i=1}^{K} \sum_{j=1}^{J} \left( x(i,j) - x'(i,j) \right)^2} \right)
\]  
(16)

Where

3. Bit Rate (BR)
\[
B_r = \frac{B}{\text{CR}}
\]  
(17)

Where B- bits per pixel of the uncompressed image,
CR the Compression Ratio

4. Structural Similarity Index (SSIM).
\[
\text{SSIM}(x,y) = \frac{(2\mu_x\mu_y+c_1)(2\sigma_{xy}+c_2)}{(\mu_x^2+\mu_y^2+c_1)(\sigma_x^2+\sigma_y^2+c_2)}
\]  
(18)

Where \( c_1 = (M_1 L_2)2 , M_1 \ll 1 \) and \( c_2 = (M_2 L_2)2 , M_2 \ll 1 \)

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Three testing Images-I,II,III that are sized 512 *
512 had used as the original images in the
experiment. Let \( T = 3 \) and encoded the encrypted
images are using \( H = 24 , B'(t) = 4 \), \( B'(t) = 8 \)
and \( B'(t) = 24 \) to generate the bit streams BG, BS\(^1\), BS\(^2\)
and BS\(^3\). In this occasion, the total compression
ratio \( \text{CR} = 0.326 \) and provides the reconstructed
Images-I using \{BG\}, \{BG BS\(^1\}\}, \{BG BS\(^2\) BS\(^1\}\} and
\{BG BS\(^3\)BS\(^2\)BS\(^1\}\} correspondingly. Reconstructed
results with greater resolution have gotten while
extra bit streams were used. The PSNR is generally
used as a degree of quality of restoration of lossy
compression. It is an smart measure for the loss of
image quality because of its ease and mathematical
accessibility. Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) is
a qualitative measure based on the Mean Square
Error (MSE) of the reconstructed image. If the
reconstructed image is proximate to the original
image, then Mean Square Error (MSE) is small and
PSNR taking a large value. PSNR is dimensionless
and is stated in decibel. The values of PSNR in
restored results are represented as PSNR1, PSNR2.
Although the PSNR values of Images-I are 15.1064
and 39.2590 dB, those of Images-II are 16.8595 and
49.2314 dB. Images-III are 14.2389 and 28.1718 dB
Moreover, the iterative updating technique
expressively enriched the reconstruction quality.
Compared with the results in Table II, the new CR-
PSNR1 performance of Images-III is better,
whereas that of Images-I is poorer. The reason is
that Images-III is smoother than Images-I. For
Images-I, the larger B(t) was supportive to evenly
distribute the errors on pixels into the Harr
coefficients. When an encrypted image is
decomposed within further levels, more data are
convoluted in quantization and compression;
consequently, the CR-PSNR1 performance is better,
and more iterations for image reconstruction are

![Fig. No. 5. Performance of the proposed scheme with BTC](image)

![Fig. No. 6. Performance of the proposed scheme with different T value](image)
necessary. It is presented that the performance upgrading is not important as soon as using a higher T above 3. To compare among the used compression methods, three parameters were calculated. These are BR, WPSNR, and SSIM while a block dimensions is 8*8. These values are enumerated in Table 1. that the image compression using AMBTC offers improved image quality than image compression using BTC at the similar bit rate. Besides, the AMBTC is reasonably faster compared to BTC. But, a decoder with greater computation complexity and the decoder's feedback for transfer rate of each bit plane required in the method extended. The proposed system is more suitable for real-time decompression without feedback channel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image</th>
<th>BR</th>
<th>WPSNR</th>
<th>SSIM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BTC</td>
<td>1.25899</td>
<td>34.65</td>
<td>0.874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMBTC</td>
<td>1.25899</td>
<td>34.98</td>
<td>0.882</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BTC</td>
<td>1.25899</td>
<td>33.07</td>
<td>0.826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMBTC</td>
<td>1.25899</td>
<td>33.89</td>
<td>0.828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BTC</td>
<td>1.25899</td>
<td>33.71</td>
<td>0.861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMBTC</td>
<td>1.25899</td>
<td>34.66</td>
<td>0.868</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. CONCLUSION

This proposed scheme has a novel approach of scalable coding for encrypted images and image compression using Absolute Moment block truncation coding has been examined. The original image is encrypted by a modulo 256 addition with (PN) pseudorandom numbers, and the encoded bit streams are made a quantized encrypted sub image and the quantized remains of Harr coefficients. At the receiver, whereas the sub image is decrypted to create an approximate image, the quantized data of Harr coefficients can be offered more exhaustive data for image reconstruction. Meanwhile the bit streams are made with a multiple-resolution construction, the principal content with higher resolution obtained while more bit streams are received. The lossy compression AMBTC and scalable coding for encrypted image with better performance merits more analysis in the future.
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